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Yale’s Adventure in Telematics

• Yale’s Fleet Management Department started in 2011 
consisting of 2 people- my director and me.

• At that time Yale had up to 8 different providers.  
Departments chose and purchased own solutions.

• Most only using GPS and communications systems.
• After hearing about benefits of telematics at NAFA 

I&E discussed with director who discussed at high 
levels.

• University decided to consolidate vendors to two 
solutions- one for University general vehicles and one 
for cultural properties group.
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The  Adventure continued

A.  Selected a vendor and began implementation.
B. Learned about solution and implemented.
C.  Over 4 years learned what worked and didn’t.
D.  In 2017 changed vendors 
E.  Have been with current vendor over 2 years and 

no plans to change.
F.   Integrating new vendor into fleet management 

program.
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• Fleet doesn’t track vehicles- users do.  However we 
receive alerts for poor behavior and certain 
landmarks.

• Fleet’s use is primarily for reporting and sustainability 
monitoring.

• Through Telematics we can monitor utilization.  
Caveat- Yale campus is only 3 miles long and ½ mile 
wide.  Odomter readings are not beneficial for 
utilization.

• Taking data from telematics and fleet system we can 
provide comprehensive data on our vehicle 
sustainability.
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Sustainability Benefits

• Telematics can provide accurate odometer readings 
which can help provide accurate fuel efficiency.

• Poor fuel efficiency can show maintenance issue or 
replacement needed.

• Telematics can provide idling data:
– Yale is a city within a city and has own transit system 

and public safety including fully sworn police 
force.  

– State of Connecticut has law prohibiting idling over 3 
minutes.  

– Idling not only uses fuel but continues to emit GHG and 
needs to be eliminated when possible

• Idling data has helped Yale search for alternative 
solutions.
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Telematics- More than just GPS

• Telematics is more than GPS
• Good provider can provide wealth of information
• Yale has 480+ vehicles currently with telematics in a 

heavily unionized environment.
• Telematics is a great solution to monitor the success 

of sustainability. 
• Finally- Accurate information leads to accurate 

decisions. 
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Questions

Yale Fleet Management
Phone: 203-432-2285

or
yalefleet@yale.edu

One Caveat – Yale doesn’t endorse any vendor.  I can 
only promote the benefits of products and technology 

that work in the Yale environment.
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